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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the 10 minutes or so I have today I'm going to use a very broad brush to describe what BioData is, our overall vision for the database, and some of the things we currently plan to accomplish during FY14. I won't be able to get into the details but I'd be very happy to follow up with anyone who is interested in talking about the inner workings. Just let me know if you are interested. Use the email from this slide or contact Mike Yurewicz. He can forward your interest to me.



What Is BioData? 

An internet-accessible database 
application for managing, storing, and 
distributing USGS aquatic 
bioassessment data  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a nutshell, BioData is a database application for managing, storing, and distributing USGS aquatic bioassessment data. We built it as an internet application from the ground up, which means (1) biologists don't have to install anything on their computer, and (2) it's very easy to deploy updates.By aquatic bioassessment data I mean community level fish, macroinvertebrate, and periphyton data - and associated habitat data. The type of community composition and structure data that has become a common and standard part of many aquatic biomonitoring programs and projects.Version 1 was released in March, 2011 - (about 2 1/2 years ago)BioData can be used by any USGS project that wants to use it.
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Current Data Holdings 
 2726 fish community 

samples 
 7620 invertebrate samples 
 8971 algae samples 
 From over 2000 sites 
 NAWQA and NRSA 

protocols 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently, BioData has data for: Approximately 2700 Fish Community Samples7600 Invertebrate samplesNearly 9,000 Algae Samples�From over 2000 Sites nationwideThose sample numbers translate into several million occurrence records (aka specimen records).NAWQA and NRSA protocolsBioData currently supports samples collected using the USGS NAWQA and USEPA NRSA sampling protocols. We know that many USGS projects use other methods (e.g. EPA RBP variants, other federal and state agency sampling protocols) - and during FY14 a major goal of ours is to develop support for a much wider variety of sampling protocols and methods.To date,we have focused on samples collected in streams and rivers. We know that people also work in lakes - and it's not a big stretch to go there - but we need to support some other types of data structures and collection approaches to do so. So far we haven't gone there.The majority of the data were collected by the USGS NAWQA program between 1993 and the present. All of the NAWQA fish, invert, and algae data are available. If you want NAWQA data BioData is the place to get it.
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We Spend A Lot of Time Thinking About  

 BioData as a data management tool for field 
biologists 
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Presentation Notes
Our team spends a lot of time thinking about how BioData can be improved in 3 principle areas.One of these is as a data management tool for BiologistsWe want BioData to be a great tool for biologists who are conducting field studies.
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So we give them user-friendly data input/edit screens
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Quality management features 
 Auto data validation 
   
   

 
 Data Review tools 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We give them real-time data validation checks and data review tools that help catch errors early and keep track of their data quality and review status. So they can move the data along from the initial, unreviewed state to the finalized and ready to use state.
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Laboratory Data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We give field biologists tools for providing laboratories with information about their samples and tools for labs to use to upload data. BioData runs a suite of data checks to ensure, for example, that the lab didn't use invalid taxonomic nomenclature.This is a screenshot of the validation report that the lab can inspect and download.
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We Spend A Lot of Time Thinking About  

 BioData as a data management tool for field 
biologists 
 BioData as a national data repository 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also spend a lot of time thinking about how BioData can be used as a national data repository. As a managed, curated, secure online data store - and not just for current project data, but also for data that need to be rescued from personal spreadsheets and at-risk project files.Once it's loaded the data can be managed within the system. In addition, the taxonomy in the data will be mapped forward so that old names can be reported using current nomenclature.To support this we are incrementally developing a data-loading toolset, so that high-value USGS data that do not have a good long-term home can get one.I don't forsee a day when BioData will be an appropriate repository for every kind and variety of aquatic biology data - but I do think it can be a storehouse for standard, commonly-collected aquatic bioassessment and biomonitoring data.
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We Spend A Lot of Time Thinking About  

 BioData as a data management tool for field 
biologists 
 BioData as a national data repository 
 BioData as a data distribution channel 
 Easy to get data you can use 
 Easy to use the data you get 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, we want BioData to be an authoritative source for high-quality, well-documented USGS aquatic bioassessment data.We want it to be a place where it is:easy to get data you can useeasy to use the data you getAs a long-term data repository we devote a lot of effort to curating taxonomy. We preserve the original record, and report all of the data out using a standardized and harmonized taxonomic system - taxonomic synonymy is resolved among data sets for the data user. This saves a lot of time and effort in the analysis phase. We've put a lot of effort into this and have taxonomy experts who are stewards of this capability.
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Presentation Notes
In terms of data easy to get - we've built a data-retrieval web site. Our approach is to (1) keep it relatively simple to operate, but powerful enough for you to focus in and get what you are after and not a whole lot more. A difficult balancing act.Unfortunately, the public web site is not available as we speak today. It should be back up and running in about a month. In early August we encountered a security issue that needs to be dealt with. So we decided to take the "opportunity" to make improvements in the overall security posture AND move the entire system to the EROS data center. EROS is an enterprise-level facility and moving the system there will put us in a better long-term position as regards security, redundancy, and connectivity.
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FY14 Directions 

 Data Management 
 Additional sampling and laboratory protocols 

 Data Repository 
 Batch loading toolset 

 Data Distribution 
 Web services? 
 for WaterSmart  
 for QW Portal? 

 Map interface for discovering and retrieving data 
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For Data ManagementWe will be working on adding support for additional sampling and laboratory protocolsAs a Data RepositoryWe will continued the development of a toolset for loading legacy data sets.For Data DistributionOne of the things we are discussing is standing up web services. The system architecture supports this, and we’ve developed some internal-use web services, but we haven’t taken the next step yet – developing a suite of public web mapping and data services.distribute through the QW Data Portal?One of the things our biologists want is the ability to obtain biology data AND related water-quality data. Integration of these two types of data through the QW data portal has the potential to be a big win for the user communities we serveThere's no reason we can't move on web services in relatively short order. In my view it's not principally a technical challenge - doing this would principally require a comittment to do the work needed to map data into an agreed-upon target format (WQX Schema?) At this point our resouces alone are not enough to accomplish this. We would need additional resources to support a team focused on this.
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For more information: 
 

 Pete Ruhl pmruhl@usgs.gov 703-648-6841 
Mitch Harris maharris@usgs.gov 217-328-9716 
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